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We study the exciton gas-liquid transition in GaAs=AlGaAs coupled quantum wells. Below a critical
temperature, TC ¼ 4.8 K, and above a threshold laser power density the system undergoes a phase
transition into a liquid state. We determine the density-temperature phase diagram over the temperature
range 0.1–4.8 K. We find that the latent heat increases linearly with temperature at T ≲ 1.1 K, similarly to a
Bose-Einstein condensate transition, and becomes constant at 1.1≲ T < 4.8 K. Resonant Rayleigh
scattering measurements reveal that the disorder in the sample is strongly suppressed and the diffusion
coefficient sharply increases with decreasing temperature at T < TC, allowing the liquid to spread over
large distances away from the excitation region. We suggest that our findings are manifestations of a
quantum liquid behavior.
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Dipolar excitons in coupled quantum wells (CQW) offer
an interesting test bed for studying collective effects of an
interacting quantum degenerate system [1,2]. Their rela-
tively light mass, which is smaller than that of a free
electron, implies that the necessary conditions for achieving
quantum degeneracy can occur already at cryogenic tem-
peratures, and their strong dipole-dipole interaction may
give rise to the formation of ordered phases. Extensive
attempts have been made over the past two decades to
observe these phases and to determine the phase diagram of
this system [3–12].
In recent years there is mounting evidence for a phase

transition that occurs at low temperatures in this system, yet
its nature and thermodynamics remain open questions.
Many of the studies are performed in a trap geometry,
which confines the excitons to a narrow region around the
illuminated spot [13,14] and evidence for condensation is
found through photoluminescence (PL) anomalies: The
appearance of spontaneous coherence [7], onset of non-
radiative recombination (“PL darkening”) [9] and large
blueshift of the PL energy [10,11]. An alternative approach
to study this phase transition uses an open geometry, where
photoexcited carriers are free to move away from the
illumination spot, and their diffusion is limited only by
the mesa boundary. We have recently studied the behavior
of indirect excitons in such an open geometry, and found an
abrupt phase transition at a critical temperature and
excitation power density [12]. The PL separates into two
spatial regions, one which consists of electron-hole plasma
and another that has a set of properties of a high density
liquid.
In this work we investigate this phase transition using

spatially resolved PL and resonant Rayleigh scattering
(RRS). Measuring the threshold power density as a

function of temperature we determine the phase diagram
of the system over the temperature range 0.1–4.8 K. Pump
probe measurements, in which the liquid is created by a
focused pump beam and studied by a much weaker probe,
reveal that the liquid is dark and diffuses to large distances
away from the illuminated spot, filling the entire area of the
mesa at low temperatures. We find that the RRS spectrum
narrows significantly and becomes uniform over macro-
scopic distances at the liquid phase, indicating that the
disorder in the sample is effectively screened.
The sample structure is identical to that used in Ref. [12]

and consists of two GaAs quantum wells with well widths
of 12 and 18 nm, separated by a 3-nm Al0.28Ga0.72As
barrier. Top and bottom n-doped layers allow the applica-
tion of voltage that shifts the energy levels of the wide well
(WW) relative to the narrow well (NW) [15]. To create the
liquid we apply voltages exceeding −2.4 V and excite the
system with a laser diode at energy of 1.590 eV, focused to
a Gaussian spot with 22 μm half width at half maximum
(HWHM) [16].
Figure 1 shows the evolution of the PL spectrum with

power at T ¼ 0.3 K and V ¼ −3.0 V. At power density
levels below threshold the PL spectrum is dominated by the
WW direct exciton peak XWW at 1.524 eV [16]. The lower
panel shows the corresponding image of the spatial dis-
tribution of the total PL intensity from the mesa: A
Gaussian profile, reflecting the shape of the illuminating
beam, is observed. When the power is increased beyond a
threshold power PC ¼ 30 μW, corresponding to a power
density of 1.3 W=cm2, we observe a sudden change in the
PL spectrum and spatial distribution: a new broad spectral
line Z, appears at 1.518 eV, and a dark ring forms around
the center of the beam. This spectral line was identified in
Ref. [12] as due to indirect recombination of electrons and
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holes in a liquid state, and the dark ring is formed due to the
repulsion of the excitons in the gas by the high-density
dipoles at the liquid [12]. As the power is further increased
the dark ring shrinks in size and eventually disappears. This
behavior is robust and remains qualitatively the same as we
change the spot size, such that the threshold power density
remains at ∼1 W=cm2. In the measurements that are
described throughout the paper the spot size is kept
constant with 22 μm HWHM.
Spatially resolved measurements, where a pinhole of

10 μm diameter is used to resolve the PL, reveal that the Z
line appears only at the outer region that surrounds the dark
ring, while theXWW line appears in the inner region. Hence,
the differences in the relative strength of the XWW and Z
peaks in Fig. 1 reflect simply the changes in the relative
areas of the inner and outer regions.
We determine the gas-liquid phase diagram by measur-

ing the threshold power PC as we vary the temperature at
constant voltage (blue dots Fig. 2). The direct proportion-
ality between power and carrier density in the gas phase,
where recombination is dominated by XWW, implies that we
are in fact determining the phase diagram in the carrier
density-temperature plane. It is seen that the plane is
divided into two regions, a first region of gas only and a
second region where liquid appears, with a line of coex-
istence between them. It is instructive to compare this
coexistence line to the Clausius-Clapeyron (C-C) relation,
dP=dT ¼ L=ðTΔνÞ, which describes a general gas-liquid
phase transition [18]. Here P is the gas pressure, L is the
latent heat, and Δv is the specific volume change at the
transition. In the dipolar exciton gas, the pressure can be

expressed as P ¼ αn2, where n is the exciton gas density
and α ¼ e2d=ε (d is the distance between the center of the
wells, and ε is the dielectric constant) [19], and Δv can
be approximated by n−1. Hence, the C-C equation takes the
form dn=dT ¼ L=ð2αTÞ. The inset of Fig. 2 shows the
resulting LðTÞ obtained from the experimental data by
taking the value of TΔPC=ΔT at each temperature (in units
of L0 defined below). Two regimes can be clearly iden-
tified: (i) T ≲ 1.1 K where the latent heat exhibits a linear
dependence on T, extrapolating to L ≈ 0 at T ¼ 0 K;

FIG. 1. The upper and lower panels show the PL spectra and PL images, respectively, at different pump powers at a fixed Vg ¼ −3.0 V
and T ¼ 0.3 K. The mesa is 100 μm × 100 μm and is marked by dashed lines. (a) At low power, P ¼ 10 μW, the WW direct exciton
peak, XWW, is observed and the image is a smooth Gaussian (the low energy shoulder is due to a trion peak). (b) At power above
threshold, P ¼ 40 μW, a new broad spectral line Z is observed in the spectrum and correspondingly, a dark ring appears in the PL image
around the center of the illumination spot. (c) As the power is further increased, P ¼ 60 μW, the XWW line disappears and the emission
spectrum is dominated by the Z line. Also, the dark boundary disappears in the PL image.

FIG. 2. The phase diagram of the system obtained by meas-
uring the threshold power PC as a function of temperature at
V ¼ −2.6 V. The inset shows the latent heat L as a function of
temperature using the C-C equation. The solid lines in the main
figure are fit to the integrated C-C equation using the values of L
from the inset.
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(ii) 1.1≲ T < 4.8 K where the latent heat is constant and
equals L0. (The transition temperature between the two
regimes is in the vicinity of 1.1 K but was not determined
precisely.) With these assumptions the C-C equation could
be easily integrated, and fitted to the experimental data
(solid lines in Fig. 2). We confirm the validity of this phase
diagram by repeating this measurement under different
conditions, where the pump energy is tuned to 1.530 eV,
such that carriers are excited in the WW only. A similar
phase diagram, with lower threshold power, is obtained.
Remarkably, the latent heat exhibits exactly the same
behavior with two temperature regimes [16].
We note that a linear dependence of L on temperature is

expected for a Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) transi-
tion [20]. Indeed, this is the predicted behavior of dipolar
excitons at low temperatures [21]. Hence, our findings
could be considered as an indication that the exciton liquid
at low temperatures undergoes a BEC. We can estimate the
value of L0 using the measured critical density of the gas at
1.5 K, ∼2 × 1010 cm−2, and d ¼ 18 nm [12]. The resulting
latent heat per particle is L0 ≈ 1 meV, consistent with the
interaction energy scale of the dipolar exciton liquid, and
similar to that of 4He [22].
We turn now to describe our RRS measurements. It is

well known that RRS is an insightful probe of critical
phenomena because of its sensitivity to the disorder in the
sample, which often changes near a critical point [23,24].
We perform our measurements in a pump-probe configu-
ration, creating the liquid by the laser diode pump and
measuring the scattered intensity of a much weaker Ti:
sapphire probe, tuned to the NWexciton resonance. We use
the fact that the RRS signal should be strongly enhanced at
an exciton resonance, and its linewidth is a measure of the
disorder in the sample [25,26]. Hence, the RRS of the NW
direct exciton can serve as an effective probe for the
changes induced by the liquid.
First, we study the behavior at low power density and

voltage, when tunneling from the WW to the NW is
inhibited. The RRS signal is easily detected in this range
as a sharp spectral line at the laser frequency, riding on the
broad NW PL spectrum, and its line shape is obtained by
tuning the laser frequency and measuring the scattered
intensity. A typical spectrum is depicted by the dashed line
in Fig. 3(a). Its spectral width, Γ ¼ 0.3 meV, remains
unchanged in the relevant temperature range, 0.1–5 K, and
manifests the static disorder in the sample due to well width
and alloy fluctuations. As we increase the voltage the NW
is populated by electrons that tunnel from the WW,
the NW luminescence becomes trionic, and the RRS
signal gradually diminishes, such that above −3.0 V it is
undetectable [16].
This behavior changes as we cross the transition thresh-

old, and a strong RRS signal abruptly appears. The open
circles in Fig. 3(a) show the RRS spectrum at T ¼ 0.6 K
when the pump power is set to be above PC. We find

that the spectrum becomes significantly narrower, Γ ¼
0.12 meV, and exhibits a strong temperature dependence
[Fig. 3(c)], in contrast to the behavior below threshold. The
two temperature regimes identified in the phase diagram
(Fig. 2) are well manifested in the temperature dependence
of the RRS spectrum. We find that at T ≲ 1.1 K the RRS
spectrum remains unchanged as we vary the temperature,
keeping the same width and height, and it rapidly broadens
and weakens at 1.1 < T < 4.8 K. As we approach TC ¼
4.8 K [27] the RRS signal drops sharply, and cannot be
observed at any power or voltage above that temperature
[Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)].
The solid line in Fig. 3(a) is a fit of the measured points

at 0.6 K to a Lorentzian: A good agreement is obtained,
suggesting that the excitonic line is predominantly homo-
geneously broadened at T ≲ 1.1 K [16]. Since the RRS
signal is collected from the entire probe area, this narrow
and symmetric line implies that the static disorder potential
in the NW is effectively screened at the liquid phase. This
conclusion is corroborated by spatially resolved measure-
ments. Figure 3(b) shows an image of the mesa emission
when the probe frequency is set at the NW exciton peak. It
is seen that the RRS signal comes mainly from bright spots

FIG. 3. RRS measurements with overlapping pump (50 μW)
and probe (5 μW) beams at V ¼ −3.4 V. (a) The measured RRS
spectrum at T ¼ 0.6 K (blue circles) and a Lorentzian fit (solid
red line). The dashed line shows the RRS spectrum at preliquid
voltage, V ¼ −1 V. (b) Image of the mesa emission (RRSþ PL)
when the probe energy is set at the NW exciton peak and
T ¼ 0.6 K. The spotty RRS pattern is clearly observed. (c) The
RRS spectra at several temperatures below TC. (d) The RRS
integrated intensity as a function of temperature. It is seen that it
is constant at T < 1.1 K, then changes by less than 20% at
1.1 < T < 4 K, and rapidly diminishes towards TC.
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at fixed locations on the mesa. We find that while the
intensity of the spots varies, their spectra are rather uni-
form. Analysis of the scattering from spots that are located
tens of μm away from one another reveals that their spectral
widths are similar and the variation between their peak
energy is smaller than the laser spectral resolution, 20 μeV
[16]. Such a uniform RRS spectral signal from remote
locations implies that the energy landscape seen by the NW
excitons is nearly flat over macroscopic distances.
Screening of the disorder potential by dipolar exciton

liquid was predicted and calculated in several theoretical
works [28,29]. It was shown that the repulsive dipole-
dipole interaction pushes the excitons to the local potential
minima, and thereby changes their density profile. This
generates a smoother potential that is the sum of the random
potential and the Hartree repulsion by the localized
excitons. In the quantum degenerate regime this screening
is expected to be strongly enhanced, such that a disorder
potential of 0.5 meV amplitude should be practically
screened out for densities exceeding 1010 cm−2 [28].
Our findings are to our knowledge the first direct obser-
vation of this screening effect.
To obtain further insight into this screening effect we

study the spatial dependence of the RRS intensity. We find
that at intermediate pump power levels, P ∼ 40 μW, the
RRS signal exhibits spatial phase separation, similarly to
the PL signal. This is demonstrated in Fig. 4(a), where the
stark contrast between the two regions and the dark phase
boundary are clearly observed. It is seen that strong RRS is
obtained only at the outer parts of the illuminated area,
confirming the global nature of the liquid formation.
We then shift the probe beam to the side of the mesa
and examine the RRS signal away from the pump beam
[Fig. 4(b)]. Remarkably we find that the RRS signal in this
area is similarly intense and exhibits the same behavior as
in the main beam: Abrupt enhancement of intensity as the
pump power crosses threshold, narrow linewidth and a

spotty pattern. This behavior is found as we position the
probe beam anywhere in the mesa, proving that the liquid
diffuses beyond the pump region into the whole area of
the mesa.
We find that the liquid diffusion decreases with increas-

ing temperature: While at 0.6 K the RRS intensity
(averaged over the area of the probe) remains constant
as we shift the probe throughout the mesa, at 4 K it drops by
a factor of 5 between overlapping [Fig. 4(a)] and non-
overlapping [Fig. 4(b)] configurations. This unique temper-
ature dependence is a manifestation of the repulsive
interaction Eint, which characterizes the dipolar exciton
liquid, and enhances the diffusion constant by a large factor
Eint=T [28,30]. In the quantum regime this diffusion
constant is expected to be further increased, by another
factor of expðTC=TÞ [28], allowing the excitons to cross
macroscopic distances within the liquid lifetime [12].
In concluding, we wish to return to the PL measure-

ments, this time performed in a pump-probe configuration,
where we set the pump and probe energy at 1.590 eV, and
collect the probe PL from the area marked by the small
rectangle in Fig. 5(a). We find that the PL spectrum of the
probe changes as we switch on the pump and set its power
to be abovePC, in a similar manner to the changes observed
for the pump PL [Fig. 5(b)]. Shifting the probe beam

FIG. 4. Images of the mesa emission (RRSþ PL) for probe
excitation in resonance with the NW exciton at −3.0 V and
T ¼ 0.6 K. (a) Overlapping pump and probe at intermediate
pump power (40 μW), where phase separation occurs. (b) Non-
overlapping pump (at the top) and probe (at the bottom) at high
pump power (60 μW). The orange dashed square marks the mesa.

FIG. 5. Two-beam PL measurements at P¼50μW, V¼−3.0V,
T ¼ 0.6 K. (a) A typical setting of the pump (top) and probe
(bottom) experiment. The small rectangle marks the area from
which PL is collected. (b) The PL spectrum from the WW and
NW without (blue) and with (red) the pump beam. The indirect
exciton appears as a weak peak at 1.500 eV, outside the range
of this figure [16]. (c) The integrated PL intensity from the
marked area as a function of probe power when the pump is
switched on.
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around reveals that the liquid spectrum is observed
throughout the mesa, yet we could detect light emission
only when the liquid is probed by an exciting beam. This is
demonstrated in Fig. 5(c), which shows the Z line intensity
as a function of probe power. It is seen that the PL intensity
extrapolates to approximately zero when the probe power
vanishes. We conclude that the Z line is not due to
recombination of the liquid carriers, as we postulated in
Ref. [12], but rather, recombination in the presence of the
liquid. It is plausible to assume that it is due to recombi-
nation of carriers in the NW and WW which have not
relaxed into the condensate with carriers having opposite
charge in the condensate.
Evidence for the nonradiative nature of the dipolar

exciton liquid was recently reported in Ref. [11]. It was
suggested that the excitons condense in a “dark” state,
consisting of electrons and holes in parallel spin configu-
ration that cannot couple to light. This state is lower in
energy than that of the bright exciton, and should therefore
be the ground state for BEC [31]. One would expect,
however, scattering mechanisms to give rise to some
emission, turning the condensate to become “gray” [32].
We find no clear evidence for such emission within our
detection limit, set by the Gaussian tail of the pump [16].
Further experiments are needed to provide explanation for
the origin of this effect.
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